
WELLAND GOULDSMITH SCHOOL

CLASS : V ENGLISH LANGUAGE

TOPIC : THE SENTENCE ( ANSWERS )

Exercise A. The kinds of sentences..

1. declarative

2. exclamatory

3. imperative

4. exclamatory

5. interrogative

6. declarative

7. exclamatory

8. imperative

9. interrogative

10. declarative

B. Punctuate the sentences and identify them..

1. How well she sings ! exclamatory

2. What is your name ? interrogative

3. She is a successful writer. declarative

4. Bring me that file. imperative

5. My mother cooks delicious cookies. declarative

6. What a tragedy ! exclamatory

7. She does not eat meat. declarative

8. Who told you this ? interrogative

9. Please be seated. imperative

10. Sit down. Imperative



3. Negative sentences.

1. I am not going to the market.

2. They are not coming with us.

3. He is not waiting for you .

4. He was not sure about it.

5. They were not playing football .

6. The boy cannot speak English very well .

7. She must not come with us .

8. You should not come here again .

9. The children have not gone to bed .

10. He does not work hard .

Exercise B , page 7.

1.a. Full stop . Declarative.

b. Full stop. Declarative .

c. Full stop. Declarative.

2.a. Question mark . Interrogative.

b. Question mark. Interrogative .

c. Question mark . Interrogative.

3a. Full stop. Imperative .

b. Full stop. Imperative .

c. Full stop. Imperative.

4.a. Exclamation mark. Exclamatory .

b. Exclamation mark . Exclamatory.

c. Exclamation mark . Exclamatory.



Exercise C (page 9).1. I did not apply for admission to a new school .

3. Our school choir did not practice a lot for the concert .

5. When I grow up I will not become an astronaut.

7. We will not go to a hill station during the summer vacation .

Exercise D (page 9) . 1. Haven’t 2. Isn’t 3. Aren’t 4.Haven’t 5. Isn’t 6.

Haven’t 7. Haven’t 8. Hasn’t


